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FLUX TUBE CONSTANT DETERMINED FROMPROTON FORM FACTOR ANALYSESGeorge L. StrobelDepartment of Physis and Astromony, University of GeorgiaAthens, Georgia 30602 USA(Reeived April 28, 1999)The dipole �t to the proton form fator is extended impirially in athree quark analysis of the eletromagneti form fators GE and GM. Arelativisiti three quark Dira shell model wave funtion is used to desribethe quarks in the proton rest frame. Fits beyond the dipole to the ele-tromagneti form fators lead to the upper and lower omponents of theshell model wave funtion, and eventually to a model determination of thepotentials ating on the quarks. Asymptotially the salar potential is aon�ning linear potential. Its slope allows one to estimate the �ux tubeonstant. A best �t of the eletromagneti form fators using the ompositethree quark wave funtion yields similiar values for the �ux tube onstant.The �ux tube onstant found is about one half the 0.9 GeV/fm found frommeson studies.PACS numbers: 11.10.Lm 1. IntrodutionThe proton harge form fator and its relation to the quark quark inter-ation has been developed [1℄ in a three onstituent quark one omponentwave funtion, Shroedinger equation approah. There an analyti dipoleshape for the harge form fator was inverted to yield a one omponenthyperradial omposite wave funtion for the three quarks. This ould befurther inverted to yield the hyperentral potential ating on the quarks.The proton is modeled here as three low mass quarks bound into a (1=2+)3on�guration oupled to a J of 1/2. The Dira equation is used to desribethe dynamis of suh relativisti bound quarks, inluding both the upperomponent, F , and lower omponent G of the wave funtion.The Dira magneti moment of a bound quark depends on both ompo-nents of the wave funtion in a relativisti approah. In the k = �1, 1=2+(2671)



2672 G.L. Strobelstate, the eletri and magneti form fators for suh a single partile boundin a (1=2+) level, are: GE = Z j0(qr)[F 2 +G2℄dr (1)and GM = [�4M=q℄Z j1(qr)FGdr : (2)With q the lab frame momentum transfer, the magneti moment is the qgoing to zero limit of GM. In the onstituent quark Shroedinger aproah,the lower omponent G was negleted in determining the harge form fatorGE. The main point of this paper is to see how the lower omponent ofthe Dira wave funtion for bound quarks an be determined from analyzingjointly the eletri form fator, GE and the magneti form fator, GM. If theupper and lower omponents an both be determined, then the potentialsating on the quarks in the Dira equation dynamis an be determined.From these omponents, the potential, and the �ux tube onstant an thenbe estimated. Miller[2℄ has shown that the external potentials possible inthe Dira equation that onserve parity, total angular momentum, and aretime reversal invariant are a radial omponent of a tensor, a salar , and azeroth omponent of a vetor potential. The tensor potential is assumed tobe zero.It is possible to invert the GM form fator in a manner very similiarto the inversion[1℄ of GE. The di�ulty is that there are four independenthyperradial omponents[3℄ to determine using the omposite three quarkwave funtion in the three body Dira equation approah, but only two re-lations, GE and GM to determine them with. Hyperspherial oordinateswere used in referenes [3,4℄, and the three body Dira equation was solvedin hyperentral approximation. The hyperentral approximation limits theomposite three quark wave funtion to a single on�guration, the (1=2+)3for the proton. The omposite three quark wave funtion has eight hyper-radial omponents to be determined. For three idential partiles, and witheah partile with the same set of quantum numbers, one expets the om-ponents R2, R3, and R5 to be equal, and also for the omponents R4, R6,and R7 to equal eah other. Then the wave funtion has only four unknownindependent omponents, R1, R2, R4, and R8. R1 is the omponent thatsurvives in the nonrelativisti limit. These omponents orrespond to having0, 1, 2, and 3 quark lower omponents present in the omposite three quarkwave funtion. These omposite omponents are determined by solving thethree body Dira equation. They depend on the potentials ating, and donot exhibit onstant ratios.



Flux Tube Constant Determined from Proton Form Fator Analyses 2673Alternatively, a shell model approah an be employed, whih reduesthe number of independent wave funtion omponents to two. The shellmodel wave funtion is then a produt wave funtion,� =  1(~r1) 2(~r2) 3(~r3) : (3)The one quark wave funtion, 1 is to be a solution of the one body Diraequation, with salar and vetor potentials S and V :(~� � ~p1 + [S +m℄�) 1 = [E � V ℄ 1 ; (4)where ~�, � are the Dira matries. After angular integration, for the k = �1;(1=2+) state, the equations for F and G are:dF=dr � F=r = [m+ S � V +E℄G (5)and dG=dr +G=r = [m+ S + V �E℄F : (6)Here eah one quark wave funtion has the two radial omponents F ,and G. These omponents are normalized asZ [F 2 +G2℄dr = 1 : (7)In this ase, the two proton form fators lead to determining both the upperand lower omponents of the one quark wave funtion.A linear on�ning [5℄ two body potential, �rij was used by Ref. [1℄ todesribe the quark on�nment in the proton. Instead of a two body potential,here a three body �ux tube potential is sought from the form fator analysis,based on the ideas of QCD [6℄. The �ux tube potential [7℄ is Vux = bL,where L is the sum of the lengths from eah of the quarks to a entralloation. The entral loation is determined by minimizing L, for �xed quarkloations. b is alled the �ux tube onstant. In a shell model approah, theentral loation for the �ux tube is taken as the origin, and the �ux tubepotential for the shell model is Vux = b(r1+ r2+ r3). The asymptoti slopeof any suh determined salar potential will provide an estimate for the �uxtube onstant.These form fators were viewed as rest frame form fators in Ref. [1℄,as no distintion was made between the lab, rest, or Breit frames. Mitraand Kumari [8℄ rewrote the relativisti form fator proposed by Liht andPagnamenta [9℄ in the form:FAB(~q2) = Z �n�11 d~xAid~xBiÆ(~xAi � ~xBi) �B(~xBi)eip(zA1+zB1) A(~xAi) ; (8)



2674 G.L. Strobelp is the Breit frame momentum whih equals q=2 in the equal mass ase. Thisrelativisti form fator exhibits an aeptable asymptoti behavior [8,10�13℄of q2�2n as q2 tends to in�nity. The relativisti form fator takes into aountthe Lorentz ontration along the diretion of momentum transfer, takenas the z diretion. Thus the spherial in the rest frame wave funtions,beome �attened toward panake shapes in the Breit frame. The relativistiform fator is written in this way to emphasize the symmetri treatment ofthe initial and �nal state wave funtions and oordinates. For the elastisattering appropiate for the eletromagneti form fators, partile A equalsB. The number of quarks in the system, n, is three. The delta funtionis regarded as a funtion of the mixed oordinates, (~xA; ~xB), whih is alsosubjet to the Lorentz transformation. This is the transformation from therest frame into the Breit frame. Taking the ommon diretion of motion asthe z diretion, the Lorentz transformations at time t = 0 are expressed by:zAi = ziEAMA ; zBi = ziEBMB ; (9)where E2A;B = p2 +M2A;B; and 2p = MAEA + MBEB : (10)For elasti sattering, MA =MB , but for inelasti reations, the oordinatesare symmetially handled. Also, the relativisti form fator beomes:FAB ! �MAMBEAEB �n�1 Frest(4p22p) : (11)Frest is just the usual non-relativisti form fator, but evaluated at a reduedmomentum transfer. For the elasti sattering ase, the 4p22p beomes k2with k2 = q21 + q2=4M2a ; (12)k is the redued momentum transfer in the rest frame, and q is the momen-tum transfer in the lab frame.2. Dira three quark shell modelThe three quark Dira shell model for the proton assumes the quarksmove independently about a ommon enter of mass, loated at the originin the rest frame of the proton. The model uses both the upper and loweromponents of the Dira equation wave funtion. The dipole �ts to theproton eletri and magneti form fators, GE and GM suggest the F and G,



Flux Tube Constant Determined from Proton Form Fator Analyses 2675the upper and lower omponet radial funtions are r times an exponentialand r squared times an exponential. The dipole �t to the form fator is:D = 1[1 + q2=�2℄2 ; (13)where �2 = 0:71GeV 2 and q2 is the squared momentum transfer to theproton in (GeV)2. This form fator to a �rst approximation, desribes allthe momentum dependenies of both GM, and GE, the urrent and hargeform fators [14,15℄ of the proton. An analyti expression for the eletriform fator is neessary for ease in the numerial evaluation of the besselinversions to determine F and G. The eletri form fator was �t by theexpression:GE(q)D = [1 + q2=�2℄2 a2=(1 + k2=�20)2 + b2(1� k2=�20)4[1 + q2=4M2a ℄2 ; (14)where a2+ b2 = 1. A best �t was obtained for a=0.75, �20=2.052 GeV 2, andfor Ma=0.632 GeV. The magneti form fator was paramaterized as:GM2:793D = C + [1 + q2=�2℄ 1 + q2=4M2a[1 + q2=�21℄3 ; (15)where 1�21 = 14M2a + 1�20 : (16)Added to GM=2:793D is a orretion term, C, beyond the dipole �t of [1 +q2=�2℄2C5=[1 + q2=4M2a ℄, whereC5 = 0:24(2k2=�2)� (k4=�4)[1 + k2=�2℄2 (17)and �2 = 15GeV21 + (10=4M2a ) : (18)This relativisti approah [8�10℄ taking into aount Lorentz ontrationof the wave funtions in the Breit frame, along the diretion of momentumtransfer, is to take the eletri or magneti form fators asG(q) = 1[1 + q2=4M2a ℄2Grest(k) : (19)



2676 G.L. StrobelIt is possible to �t the magneti moment in this shell model by usingthe Dira magneti moment from the bound quarks, but not simultaneouslywith �tting the eletri and magneti form fators for large momentum trans-fer. Shown in Fig. 1 is a best �t in a hi squared sense for GE=D and forGM=2:793D while varying Ma and �0 as parameters. They are determinedto be 0.632 GeV and 1.42 GeV respetively. For omparison, the experimen-tal proton form fators of Bosted et al. [16℄ are shown. The form fatorswell reprodue the experimental data. The eletri form fator drops belowthe dipole �t by about 5 to 10 perent. The magneti form fator rises abovethe dipole �t by about 5 perent and then gradually falls below the dipolefor larger momentum transfer.

Fig. 1. Best �t to GE=D and GM=2:793D for the proton. The upper urve is themagneti form fator, the lower is the eletri. D is the dipole �t to the formfators.The FG produt is numerially determined by bessel inversion transfor-mation of GM=2:793D. The sum of the squared omponents, F 2 + G2, isdetermined from the bessel inversion of GE=D. The F 2 and G2 funtionsdetermined in this way are shown in Fig. 2. The large omponent peaks at aradius of about 2.5/GeV and the lower omponent is largest near the origin.This behavior is explained by the attrative potentials ating in the Diraequation dynamis. The asymptoti phase of F=G is assumed negative, as isusual. The salar (S+m), and Vetor parts of the Dira equation, (V �E),are then numerially determined, and shown in Fig. 3. Both the salar andvetor potentials show an attrative oulombi shape for small radii. Thesalar potential asymptotially rises linearly. The lower urve is the vetorpotential minus the energy E. If E is about 1 GeV, the vetor potentialfound asymptotially goes to zero. We assume the quark mass m is of order0.010 GeV and is negleted. The salar potential, S, determined is indeedseen to asymptotially resemble a linear on�ning potential plus an attra-
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Fig. 2. F 2 and G2, the upper and lower omponent of the quark shell model wavefuntions, determined by bessel transforms from the eletromagneti form fators.

Fig. 3. Rest frame Salar and Vetor potentials dedued from the radial omponentsF , and G. The Salar potential(upper urve) asymptotially resembles the linear�ux tube potential. The vertial sale is in GeV.tive oulombi term. The slope of the asymptotially large part of the salarpotential is 0.079 GeV2. This shape is onsistent with that from a �ux tubepotential, allowing the identi�ation of a �ux tube onstant b=0.40 GeV/fm.3. ConlusionsUsing the Mitra, Kumari, Stanley and Robson relativisti form fatorapproah, the eletri and magneti form fators of the proton have been �t.Using a Dira shell model wave funtion to desribe the three quarks in theproton, the form fators an be inverted to provide F and G, the upper andlower omponents of the quark radial wave funtion. From these, a salarlinear binding potential is dedued using the Dira equation for a (1=2+)
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